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INTERVIEW WITH
 PIA KINTRUP

GLOBAL ART MOVEMENT : STIGMA ART
RESIDENCY PROGRAM WILL REALIZED IN
ISTANBUL WITH PLUME PACOTILLES
AND TANIA BOHUSLAVSKA BY BIPOLAR
PROJECTS.

METAMORPHOSIS ART FESTIVAL IN THE 
COLLABORATION WITH ARTE AURORA.
ISRAEL BASED PERFORMANCE ARTIST
 ELA SOLOMON WILL PERFORM AT THE
OPENING !

THE SAKIP SABANCI MUSEUM İS HOSTİNG
THE MOST COMPREHENSİVE EXHİBİTİON
İN TURKEY FEATURİNG RUSSİAN AVANT-
GARDE, WHİCH SHAPED THE ART WORLD

İN THE 20TH CENTURY. 

C O N T E N T
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BICO STORE IS ON LOTS OF
WEBSITES ! BIPOCO WEBSITE

WILL BE ON SOON WITH
SUPPORTING OPTION TO ARTISTS

WITH DISSABILITIES... OVER THE
1000 MEMBERS HAVE BEEN

COMING TOGETHER AT THE
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BY

SELECTED REDBULL AMAPHIKO.

ANNA HAZE SELECTED FOR
ARTNESS CONTEMPORARY
COVER AS A WINNER ARTISTS.
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PROVOCATIVE APPROACHER
MAURIZIO CATTELAN WAS HERE!

EVERY PAİN İS ACTUALLY
A MESSENGER OF

HAPPİNESS. THEY SAY
“HANG ON, WE ALMOST

THERE.”RAİSE YOUR HAND
THROUGH YOUR ART İN

ANY DİSCİPLİNES. WE
İNVİTES YOU TO JOİN FOR

BECOME GLOBAL
RAİNBOW…





A loss estimates from major natural catastrophes in 2018 of about USD 71.5 billion are one of the
highest since the 2011 annual market losses of USD 120 billion. When major disasters hit, the first
priority is to keep people safe. But, what happens to the people who stays alive after that kind of
traumatic experiences? No one gives you the total amount of harm they do…The psychosocial
consequences of disasters have been studied for more than 100 years. The most common mental
health consequences are depression, anxiety, fibromiyaljia and post-traumatic stress disorder. When
people experiences these traumatic and often unexpected events, their first reaction is usually a
combination of fear and distress. Depression, anxiety, under pressure, mood disorders.. There are a
lot of traumas to people to stand. But also… There are traumas in life that strengthen us! Because
everybody knows, when the storm has gone, a beautiful rainbow shows up. Every pain is actually a
messenger of happiness. They say “hang on, we almost there.”Raise your hand through your art in
any disciplines. We invites you to join for become global rainbow…



PERFORMANCE SHOWS
WE ARE HIRING FOR INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCER !

 

DO YOU GONNA BE IN ALL OVER WITH YOUR PERFORMANCE

PROJECT? SEND EMAIL US : 

hello@artnesscontemporary.com



MAURIZIO 
CATTELAN

P R O V O C A T I V E

S H O C K E D

L E A D I N G  T O
T H I N K I N G

https://www.phillips.com/detail/maurizio-cattelan/NY010213/23



PROVOCATIVE ART

La Nona Ora (The Ninth Hour), Maurizio Cattelan, 1999

Welll known artists Maurizio Cattelan is a provocative approacher man in

the global art market. His work sold millions and millions. Why Cattelan

produced them?

 

Let's shocked and amazed by his story of works. Maurizio Cattelan was

born in Italy and Cattelan is most famous for his satirical sculptures. He

often works with realistic wax sculptures to communicate a message such

as in  La Nona Ora (The Ninth Hour),  where Cattelan presents to the

viewer Pope John Paul II crushed by a meteorite. This sculpture shows

how God’s judgement can even come upon the church, and caused a lot of

controversy, despite Cattelan’s own Roman Catholic faith.

 

Cattelan is no stranger to controversy, as much of his work has a political

message or attempts to shock the viewer. One example of this is Him, a

2001 sculpture resembling a schoolboy praying, except the boy’s head is

the head of Adolf Hitler. Cattelan displays this work facing away from the

viewer at the end of a long corridor, so that the viewer interprets the

sculpture as a representation of innocence until they get close enough to

see the face.

Him, Maurizio Cattelan, 2001
https://christofscreations.wordpress.com/2016/09/12/maurizio-cattelan-sculpture-with-meaning/



BICO STORE

www.bipoco.com
MENTAL 
HEALTH

SUPPORTER

We are a family which were come together from all over the world... Artists,
designers and creators who are #changemakers ! Our founder of

@fatmagulmutlu.artway started the way 12 years ago for human who need
support... Bico Store and Ger are visioner which services in Europe, Dubai

and USA through different business partnership. Our inspiration
from #rumi (in Turkey's literature who is called #mevlana ). We have 1000

members from all over to fighting for better world ! Let's support us to peace,
to mental health, to humanity... 

Let's Shine Together !
@bicostore



I wish all readers a happy new year. As an office-worker-and-

artist, working in Japan, from the year end to the beginning of

the year is one of the few periods in the year when I can sit,

relax and draw freely as long as I want. This year, I managed to

make 9 new preparation drawings to finish early this year. In

the 12-year Chinese zodiac, 2020 is the rat year, where many

changes occur in the world. This year, I aim to keep trying new

things and make already good things even better.

TAKAHIRO
YAMADA



As of January 7th, I have finished 2 drawings and am now working on the 3rd (commissioned remakes. Both version 2). I

love cats.

 

In January, I have a 2-persons show at TAV Café in Taipei Artist Village. I had my solo exhibition there in February 2019.

Sadly, they are closing. The owner let Taiwanese artist Hsuehjou Hu and I make the closing exhibition. Perhaps the show is

over by the time this issue comes out but we are preparing for it now. After that, I have a solo exhibition in Akashi city,

Japan, during February and March. It is a city next to Kobe.

 

Takahiro Yamada
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SAOIRSE RONAN
We need to know her which has power of
activism.

https://apnews.com/e55e779ca2564e639e071fd3e9120600

Photo  by Victoria Will/Invision/AP

Irish award winner actress

Saoirse Ronan attracted

attention with

activist character.

In 2018, Conan attend Baftas Protest for equality and against sex harrestment through signature. At the same time, this

campain signed by Emma Watson, Emma Thompson and more stars from movie  sector. More than 190 leading female

entertainment stars from Britain and Ireland are demanding the eradication of sexual harassment from across all industries

ahead of Sunday night’s Bafta film awards.

 

“It’s important for me to play intelligent women, because I think in art, you have a responsibility to portray real life,” says

Ronan.
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LEONOR SOUSA
I N T E R V I E W  

‘‘ Leonor de Jesus da Trindade Limas Pereira de Sousa, was born in Vagos on April 30,
1961. She completed her secondary education in Liceu Dr. Manuel Laranjeira in Espinho

in the field of art. Life gave her the opportunity to wake up to what would be her true
essence, because as she grew, she developed her ability to express herself through Art,
this being the way she found to express their feelings and to denounce the causes that

grabs and assume as their own.In her curriculum there are already many exhibitions such
as Portugal, France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Luxembourg, Denmark and Brazil, some of

them individual and others collective. In 2018, she was invited to become Denmark's
Ambassador to Portugal with her painting "Mar Imenso", which will be part of the

permanent collection of the European Art Museum in Frederiksvaerk, Denmark.She also
received several awards: the "Best of the Year 2018" Literary Prize in Brazil, International
Prize in Milan "Master of Arts" Caravaggio, International Prize "Master of Arts" Botticelli,
in Florence, International Art Award Diego Velázquez, Barcelona “The Portuguese Artist
of the Year Award, Mantua, Italy,“ Golden Brush Award ”and“ Portuguese Literature and
Art Center Academician ”from the Literarte Association and Michelangelo International

Award in Rome.’’



İNTERVİEWLEONOR SOUZA

Hello Dear LEONOR SOUZA. Congrats for being

selected interview artists by Artness

Contemporary Art Magazine.  What is the

experience that has influenced your work the

most?

Hello Artness Contemporary Art Magazine. Thank you

so much for the opportunity of this interview. The

experience that most influences my work is a set of

experiences and moods.

www.artnesscontemporary.com

In 2019, you selected for honorable mention

award by Circle Foundation of Art. On the

works, you used diversity figurative approach.

Could you please explain this? How do you

convey messages through your all the different

kind of works?

Grateful to the Circle Foundation of Art for the

honorable mention, grateful. The award-winning

painting "Colorful Angels" reflects a feeling of

gratitude that I have towards the Angels that

protect me. Angels are protective creatures that

inhabit our imaginary and are commonly

represented in celestial white robes, representing

purity, peace and virtues. Since my dress is

predominantly black, my soul is full of color and

the Angels who protect me with it are consistent.

The colors represent the joy of living, strength and

perseverance. I can say that these angels are the 7

Angels that keep us and the Angel of my

grandmother, my eternal company, each

responsible for a specific part of my experience. All

my works are reflections of experiences and moods.



İNTERVİEWLEONOR SOUZA

www.artnesscontemporary.com



İNTERVİEWLEONOR SOUZA

You are also a designer with your art. How can be find your stores by audiences? Could you please share

of platforms and links to your followers?

I agree, because my work goes beyond canvas, it has been very successful both in clothing, in decorative textiles such

as wallets and shoes.You can see some examples in the following places:geral@cataventostore.com

http://www.cataventostore.com/pt/store/t-shirts-com-artem.me/cataventotshirtsand

https://shopvida.com/collections/leonortrindadesousarfsn=3088213.c2934&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affilia

te&utm_campaign=3088213.c2934

www.artnesscontemporary.com



İNTERVİEWLEONOR SOUZA

In the global art market, artificial

intellingence and technology are

important points nowadays. What

do you think about it?

The global Art market after years of

stagnation is on the rise, having already a

very significant impact on the global

economy. It is a market where there is

room for everyone from the old Masters to

emerging artists. Artificial intelligence

and technology are important doors

today because they allow us to learn and

use platforms that connect us with the

world, making it possible to learn and

disseminate our work at a distance of one

click.

Would you talking about your

upcoming projects? What issues do

you plan to produce?  Could you

please share your messages to

global art market in your approach

also for your audiences?

My projects for the future is to live one

day at a time and live it as if it were the

last and take every opportunity as if it

were the only one. The future for me is

today.

www.artnesscontemporary.com



‘ Tone quality plays a major role in Wen Liu's music. She tries to develop a special language of tone colors for every

composition, to find specific harmonic colors. In Impossibility of Being Still, she does this by choosing an unusual

scoring, combining the saxophone and the accordion with the traditional chamber music instruments flute, violin

and violoncello. This makes every individual instruments sound familiar and strange at the same time. While Wen

has already written several pieces for large ensembles and orchestras as well as many compositions for dance

theater and large multimedia productions. Creating chamber music is special aspiration of hers. Chamber music,

she emphasizes, is the basis for every composer, and every composer greatly benefits from taking on the technical

challenge of composing for a chamber Ensemble. She wishes to break new ground for herself with every new

composition, finding a new form, new tone qualities, new harmonies. To her, the concept of a piece ending like it

begins, coming full circle, is entirely foreign. What sense does it make, asks Wen, to write a piece if at the end you

have returned to square one? ‘‘

 

 

Mirjam Jessa

 

 

https://wenliu-music.com/#!/page_about

WEN LIU

www.artnesscontemporary.com
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Hello Dear WEN LIU. Congrats for being

selected interview artists by Artness

Contemporary Art Magazine. Your work

includes innovative approach and leading to

thinking for audiences… What is the experience

that has influenced your work the most?

I’m delighted to be selected by Artness Contemporary

Art Magazine, thank you for the great opportunity!   I

am educated as a composer of contemporary and

experimental music, having graduated with both a BA

and MA in music composition from Music and Arts

University of the City of Vienna, Austria. Since 2015, I

have been pursuing a Ph.D. in music composition at

the University of California, San Diego.For the past 10

years I have been active in academic education, as

well as involved in the contemporary music scene. As I

have grown as a musician and composer, I have

become increasingly interested in exploring other

creative outlets: multimedia works, stage design,

directing film projects, and collaborating with visual

artists. I have been seeking to develop unique works

that feature a vivid and contemporary translation of

multidisciplinary art forms by utilizing advanced

technology. Interactive music and multimedia with

reference to transmediality and multimediality have

been major influences on my artistic output for the

past years. The further I have been going along with

my artistic explorations, the more I came to realize

that it is not satisfied with the traditional boundaries.

It’s time for a redefinition what means when all the

senses and all the art forms come together, to make

something bigger than the sum of their parts.

WEN LIU



İNTERVİEWWEN LIU

You are a composer, sound/film/visual artist and

founding director of F.E.S.T.I.V.A.L. MARS.   How

do you convey messages through your all the

different kind of works? Are you an gifted person

to humanity?

I believe that music, art, and science should come

together to accomplish what one field alone cannot: to

convey ideas and inspire changes in mindset, attitudes

and behaviors that will lead to a better, more open

human understanding on different levels and areas. 

I always consider myself first and foremost a person

who is keen and eager to explore and experiment with

new ideas and technologies, to challenge my creativity

and imagination. Having those experiences as a

composer that have worked on several music, dance

and multimedia productions, I have came to question

how to encounter between music, visual art,

performance and technology, to merge the boundaries

and create a new form. 

www.artnesscontemporary.com

Do you agree with our vision and what do

you think about the theme of the upcoming

collaborations of MARS Festival? How do you

think for your another future collaborations

that is possible from all over? Which kind of

collaboration do you open?

And how to use those mediums to explore deep

inside humanity and examining issues of morality.

In my few early works, I have been much inspired

by the concept of Doublegänger, and The Lucifer

Effect, to seek an understanding of humanity

through its reflection parallel to life, leading people

to question ourselves and the world, to deliver

social and moral issues, by creating an artistic

experience that treats our lives, without necessarily

reaching an answer. I have been seeking an

individual voice through my works that can come

with those questions that bring other layers closer

to epistemology, to push the boundaries of

humanity, the social issues, and the anthropology,

and etc.



İNTERVİEW

Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce?

I absolutely admire the vision from your organization.

The focus on Art and Health has been a topic which I

would like to explore, and to create meaningful art

projects that could light on those mental issues and

personality disorder. I personally have been interested

in such topics for a while, I am open for any kind of

collaborations with you, in hopes that I would be able

to contribute my ideas and experiences to your

projects. Festival M.A.R.S.’s mission is to inspire

changes in humanity. I believe that your vision is

perfectly fit into Festival M.A.R.S. mission, and

together we are able to inspire changes in the society

through art works.

WEN LIU

I am currently interested in creating a new, expanded

operatic form, which incorporates technology to

create a larger form of immersive non-linear

performance. I am particularly interested in

experimenting with parallel timelines and mixed

realities, inspired by immersive theatre such as Sleep

No More.

My current ongoing project Echo of Entropy, is a

sound and data visualization composition, based on

my continued research on quantum mechanics and

neuroscience theories, to examine the phenomenon

of consciousness and the potential role of quantum

entanglement. This project aims to investigate how

visuals and music could produce mindscape and

psychodrama. My another work in progress project,

Museum of 2050, is an installation exhibition, a walk-

through performative opera which showcases three

ideas: ‘artificial immortality’, ‘artificial consciousness’

and ‘artificial morality’, investigating the nature of

cognition.



İNTERVİEW

Could you please share your messages to global art market in your approach?

WEN LIU

I believe that we, as artists, are able to create work that adds knowledge to humanity, addressing some of the big

questions that face modern society. In some cases the arts are the best way to expose human tendencies that are

otherwise invisible: hold up a mirror to enable reflection on human morality and the meaning of “understanding”

itself.
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